Love your database but hate your database replication tools? You may feel as if you’re stuck paying for costly management packs and add-ons that don’t deliver all the functionality you need. But what if you could achieve your database goals – without purchasing expensive native tools? You’d free up resources to invest in new ways to drive your business forward.

With SharePlex®, you can replicate Oracle data – at a fraction of the price of native tools. Easily achieve high availability, increase scalability, integrate data and offload reporting with the all-inclusive solution your database vendor doesn’t want you to know about. Move your data – not your budget – with affordable replication.

**FEATURES**

- **All-in-one license** — Get built-in monitoring, conflict resolution, data comparison and synchronization and more for one low price – at 10 percent the total cost of ownership of other replication solutions – no add-ons or management packs needed.

- **One tool, many uses** — Achieve Oracle database high availability, strengthen disaster recovery, offload reporting and more, on premises and in the cloud.

- **Safe Oracle database migrations and upgrades** — Migrate from Oracle to Oracle without business interruption to achieve compliance, avoid risk and reduce stress.

- **Near real-time data integration and replication** — Replicate data in near real time for scalability and high availability.

- **Proven ease of use** — Get up and running in 15 minutes through a streamlined configuration process.

**Availability**

- High availability/
  - Disaster recovery
- Migrations, patches and upgrades
- Active-Active/
  - Load balancing

**Scalability**

- Operational reporting/
  - Archiving
- Data distribution/
  - Distributed processing
- Cascading using intermediary systems

**Integration**

- Data integration/
  - Data warehousing
- Change history/
  - Metadata repository
- Centralized reporting/
  - Consolidation

“We have been able to achieve close to 100 percent uptime for years at a time on our critical databases using SharePlex.”

Ken Jones, Senior Vice President of IT Operations, Priceline.com

**BENEFITS:**

- Avoid expensive upgrades, add-ons and management packs with a low-cost, all-inclusive replication toolset.

- Achieve the five 9’s of high availability by seamlessly moving data across your Oracle database environment.

- Perform impact-free Oracle database migrations and upgrades without downtime or data loss.

- Offload reporting to support analytics and big-data projects and improve Oracle database performance.

- Take advantage of award-winning 24x7 support.

- Access educational resources in our online community to further optimize replication.

Easily meet your business needs and specific use cases with SharePlex.
“We have eliminated the two hours of downtime we used to have every night for our reporting database by switching to SharePlex.”

Sean Scott, Oracle DBA, Bodybuilding.com

**SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS**

**PLATFORMS**

- Windows, UNIX/Linux, AWS, Azure

**MEMORY**

SharePlex processes are 64-bit.

Per process memory is greater than or equal to 256MB.

See the platform-specific pre-installation checklist in the installation guide for additional system and database requirements.

Learn more at quest.com/products/shareplex/

**ABOUT QUEST**

Quest provides software solutions for the rapidly-changing world of enterprise IT. We help simplify the challenges caused by data explosion, cloud expansion, hybrid datacenters, security threats and regulatory requirements. Our portfolio includes solutions for database management, data protection, unified endpoint management, identity and access management and Microsoft platform management.

The SharePlex data replication process

- Award-winning, 24x7x365 support — Reduce risk with unrivaled, highly rated support that’s earned multiple industry awards.


Easily monitor and manage all aspects of your environment through the management console.
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If you are located outside North America, you can find local office information on our Web site.
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